Abstract mission and sleep scheduling mechanisms for periodically gathering sensor data at a base station in wireless sensor networks. In our proposed mechanisms, we use a conventional self-organizing communication mechanism based on phase-locking in a pulse-coupled oscillator model to propagate sensor data from the edge of the network to the base station in order of hop counts from the base station. In addition, we propose two mechanisms to avoid collisions among sensor nodes with the same hop count, a randomization-based mechanism and a desynchronizationbased mechanism based on anti-phase synchronization in the pulse-coupled oscillator model. Through simulation experiments, we show that our proposed mechanism significantly improves the data gathering ratio and energy-efficiency in comparison with the conventional mechanism.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have attracted attention from many researchers and developers, particularly for monitoring applications [2] , [3] . In typical monitoring applications, the WSN consists of a base station (BS) and many battery-powered sensor nodes, each with a generalpurpose processor with limited computational capability, a small amount of memory, and a wireless communication device. Sensor node data are gathered at the BS through wireless multi-hop networks at regular intervals. Highly energy-efficient control mechanisms are required to prolong the lifetime of battery-powered WSNs. In addition, WSN control mechanisms should be distributed and selforganizing, because many sensor nodes are randomly deployed and the network topology dynamically changes due to environmental noise, sensor node failures, and so on.
There have been many proposals for WSN data gathering mechanisms [4] - [10] . In traditional data gathering mechanisms [4] - [6] , a tree topology rooted at the BS is Corresponding author email: y-tanigu@cmc.osaka-u.ac.jp.
maintained due to many-to-one features of the monitoring applications. Data packet transmission and sleep timings are dispersed to avoid radio interference and collisions. In these mechanisms, sensor nodes need to send control packets to maintain the network topology, to synchronize with neighbor sensor nodes, or to avoid interference and collisions among neighbor nodes. In the case of a network topology change, sensor nodes need to send additional control packets to restore the topology, which require time and energy. Some papers [11] - [21] have proposed mechanisms applying pulse-coupled oscillator (PCO) models, which are models of biological synchronization behavior such as observed in flashing fireflies [22] , [23] , as a mechanism for self-organizing inter-node communication. PCO models explain several kinds of synchronous behavior among oscillators, such as in-phase synchronization, where oscillators completely synchronize, phase-locking, where oscillators synchronize with a constant offset, and antiphase synchronization, where oscillators synchronize with an equal interval, as shown in Fig. 1 . By applying PCO models to WSN controls, simple, distributed and self-organizing mechanisms under random and dynamic environments can be achieved.
For example, in Ref. [15] , the authors proposed a time division multiple access (TDMA)-based communication mechanism, called DESYNC, implementing anti-phase synchronization. In DESYNC, sensor nodes self-organize the assignment of equal-size time slots, regardless of their initial condition and the number of sensor nodes. However, DESYNC does not consider the hidden node problem, and communication among sensor nodes in multi-hop WSNs can fail due to collisions when two-hop neighbor sensor nodes simultaneously transmit packets to the same sensor node.
In Ref. [19] , a self-organizing communication mechanism based on phase-locking, called WAVE, was proposed. WAVE can organize two kinds of communication pattern in multi-hop WSNs, namely, diffusion and gathering. In WAVE, a sensor node self-configures its message transmission and sleep timings. For gathering, sensor nodes configure their transmission timing so that sensor nodes with the same hop count from the BS simultaneously wake up, receive messages from downstream sensor nodes, and forward the message to upstream sensor nodes. Sensor data from the edge of the WSN are therefore gathered at the BS. However, Ref. [19] mainly focuses on phase-locking applications to organize two kinds of WSN communication patterns, and detailed mechanisms for monitoring applications have not been well studied. For example, WAVE does not consider collisions due to simultaneous transmissions among sensor nodes with the same hop count, which lowers the data gathering ratio.
In this paper, we propose self-organizing transmission and sleep scheduling mechanisms for periodically gathering sensor data at a BS in WSNs. In our proposed mechanisms, sensor nodes self-organize message transmission and sleep timings. To propagate sensor data from the edge of the WSN to the BS in order of hop counts from the BS, we use a conventional self-organizing communication mechanism based on phase-locking in a PCO model, i.e. WAVE. We furthermore propose two message timing mechanisms to avoid collisions among sensor nodes with the same hop count, a simple randomization-based mechanism that does not explicitly consider the hidden node problem, and a desynchronization-based mechanism based on anti-phase synchronization in the PCO model. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research to apply both phase-locking and anti-phase synchronization of the PCO model for data gathering in WSNs. We evaluate our proposed mechanisms in terms of the data gathering ratio and consumed energy ratio through simulation experiments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly introduce related work and conventional mechanisms. In Section III, we propose self-organizing transmission and sleep scheduling mechanisms for gathering sensor data in WSNs by extending the conventional mechanism WAVE. In Section IV, we evaluate our proposed mechanisms through simulation experiments. Finally, we conclude this paper with an outlook for future work in Section V.
II. CONVENTIONAL MECHANISMS
In this section, we first explain the PCO model. Then, we briefly introduce a communication mechanism using the PCO model for WSNs.
A. PCO Model
We first explain a PCO model [23] to explain synchronous behavior of biological oscillators, as observed in flashing fireflies. Consider a set of
As time passes, phase ϕ i shifts toward T and, after reaching it, oscillator o i fires and the phase ϕ i jumps back to zero. Oscillator o j coupled with the firing oscillator o i is stimulated and shifts its phase by an amount ∆(ϕ j ) as follows.
where ∆(ϕ j ) is called a phase-response curve (PRC). Depending on the initial phase value, properties of the PRC, phase synchronization among three oscillators.
and coupling relationships among oscillators, a set of oscillators can show several kinds of synchronous behavior, such as in-phase synchronization, where all oscillators fire simultaneously, phase-locking, where oscillators fire with a constant offset, or anti-phase synchronization, where oscillators fire at an equal interval. Figure 1 shows an example of each kind of synchronization. By regarding sensor nodes as oscillators and message broadcasts as firing, the PCO model can be adapted to sensor node transmission scheduling in WSNs. By applying PCO models to WSN controls, simple, distributed and self-organizing mechanisms under random and dynamic environments can be achieved.
B. WAVE
WAVE [19] is a communication mechanism using PCO phase-locking. WAVE can organize two types of communication patterns, data diffusion and data gathering, depending on application requirements. The following briefly explains the behavior of WAVE in data gathering.
Sensor node n i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) maintains a timer with phase ϕ i , level l i , and offset τ . The level indicates the number of hops from the BS, and is initialized with a large value. The offset defines the interval of message transmission between a sensor node of level l and one of l − 1. As time passes, phase ϕ i shifts toward T and, upon reaching it, sensor node n i broadcasts a message and the phase jumps back to zero. A message contains sensor data and control information. When sensor node n j receives a message from a sensor node n i with level l i smaller than its level l j , it sets its level to l j = l i + 1. This stimulates the sensor node and changes its phase as follows.
where a and b are parameters that determine the speed of convergence. By using the second term of Eq. (2) as the PRC function, phase-locking is accomplished through mutual interaction among sensor nodes regardless of their initial phase condition [19] . Figure 2 shows an example of the basic behavior of WAVE in the case of data gathering. The ring in Fig. 2 indicates the axis of phase, and small circle indicates phase of sensor node. The circle moves clockwise on the ring with period T according to the phase of sensor node. When the phase of sensor node is T , the circle reaches the top of the ring. As shown in Fig. 2 , sensor nodes reach a phase-locking state after interactions among sensor nodes regardless of their initial phase condition. Figure 3 shows transmission and sleep timing of WAVE from the viewpoint of sensor nodes two hops away from the BS in steady state. In steady state, a sensor node wakes up to receive messages with sensor data from downstream sensor nodes when its phase ϕ i is T − τ . When the phase reaches T , the sensor node broadcasts a message with sensor data. After that, it remains awake for duration τ to receive messages from upstream sensor nodes, then returns to sleep. Sensor nodes are therefore awake for duration 2τ in one communication cycle T .
In WAVE, simultaneous message broadcasts among sensor nodes with the same hop count leads to radio signal collisions and a decreased data gathering ratio. For example, when sensor nodes E and F in Fig. 3 simultaneously broadcast messages, upstream sensor node C cannot receive either message due to collision. Therefore, an additional mechanism is required to apply WAVE to data gathering in WSNs. We propose two mechanisms to disperse the message transmission timing among sensor nodes with the same hop count in Section III.
C. DESYNC
DESYNC [15] is a TDMA-based communication mechanism using PCO anti-phase synchronization. In DESYNC, sensor node n i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) maintains a timer with phase ϕ i . Sensor node n i broadcasts a control packet when its phase ϕ i reaches T , then the phase resets to zero. When sensor node n j receives a control packet from a neighbor sensor node, it records the phase difference as
If the control packet reception is the first from a broadcast of sensor node n j , it records the phase as
and changes its phase as follows.
where
and α is a parameter that determine the speed of convergence. When all sensor nodes are able to communicate with each other, anti-phase synchronization is accomplished through mutual interaction among sensor nodes, regardless of their initial phase condition. Figure 4 shows an example of anti-phase synchronization convergence in a single-hop WSN composed of three sensor nodes by using DESYNC. As shown in DESYNC does not consider the hidden node problem, and depending on the initial phase conditions, communication among sensor nodes can fail in multi-hop WSNs due to collision among two-hop neighbor sensor nodes [16] . For example, if four sensor nodes are connected as shown in Fig. 5 , the steady state becomes either state 1 or state 2 depending on the initial phase conditions. In state 1, a sensor node and its hidden node (sensor nodes A and C or sensor nodes B and D) are synchronized and fire at same timings, whereas all sensor nodes fire with an equal interval in state 2. In state 1, sensor nodes cannot communicate with each other. For example, sensor node C cannot receive packets from either sensor node B or sensor node D due to collision. In this paper, we propose a mechanism to consider the hidden node problem in
In this section, we propose two WAVE-based selforganizing transmission and sleep scheduling mechanisms for data gathering in WSNs. In our proposed mechanisms, sensor nodes periodically broadcast messages that include sensor data and control information. Here, the sensor node transmission range is assumed as a constant radius circle among sensor nodes. Sensor node transmission and sleep timings are self-configured through mutual interaction among sensor nodes without topology maintenance. We should note here that our mechanisms do not need additional control packets to maintain topology or to synchronize among sensor nodes, although control packets are often required in traditional data gathering mechanisms [4] - [6] .
In our proposed mechanisms, phase-locking is used to propagate sensor data from the edge of the WSN to the BS in order of hop count, as in WAVE. In addition, to avoid collisions among sensor nodes with the same hop count, we propose a desynchronization-based mechanism and a randomization-based mechanism. The following describes details of our proposed mechanisms.
A. Desynchronization-based Mechanism 1) Overview:
We first propose a desynchronizationbased mechanism. The mechanism avoids collisions among sensor nodes with the same hop count by using the DESYNC algorithm to adjust sensor node offsets. Figure 6 shows an example of message transmission timing and offset τ i among sensor nodes in a steady state when the desynchronization-based mechanism is used. In Fig. 6 , sensor nodes A, B, and C have the same hop count from the BS. Their message transmission timings are dispersed since their offset τ are dispersed. Here, sensor nodes A and C are two-hop neighbor sensor nodes (hidden nodes), and cannot directly communicate with each other. In the desynchronization-based mechanism, to avoid collisions among two-hop neighbor sensor nodes, information on the message transmission timing of two-hop neighbor sensor nodes is obtained from single-hop upstream neighbor sensor nodes, i.e. sensor node D in Fig. 6 . The following describes details of the desynchronization-based mechanism.
2) Control information: Sensor node n i has a timer t i , and maintains phase sensor node n i and a sensor node that stimulates sensor node n i , and is initially set to τ max . The maximum offset τ max is determined according to sensor node density. Message transmission timing table E i is used to maintain information on message transmission timing of sensor node n j within two hops from sensor node n i . Each entry of the message transmission timing table e i,j ∈ E i consists of sensor node identifier j, level l j , and estimated message transmission time t trans i,j of sensor node n j , i.e. e i,j = (j, l j , t trans i,j ). Sensor data D i are generated from its sensor and data received from downstream sensor nodes during the wake-up period.
3) Message structure: A message transmitted from sensor node n i contains its identifier i, level l i , message transmission timing information F i , and sensor data D i . Message transmission timing information F i is information on message transmission timing of downstream sensor nodes. The information is generated from message transmission timing table E i , and is defined as:
where f i,j = t is the message transmission time of sensor node n i .
4) Sensor node behavior:
In the following, we describe sensor node behavior after a certain number of cycles have elapsed and sensor nodes have reached the steady state. Figure 7 shows the steady-state sensor node behavior. Sensor node n i behaves in accordance with its phase ϕ i and received control information from neighbor sensor nodes as follows:
(1) Wake-up: When phase ϕ i becomes T − τ max , sensor node n i wakes up and clears message transmission timing 
. Note that a CSMA/CA mechanism is also used for message transmission, as described in Section III-A5.
(
5) Message reception from upstream nodes:
After the phase returns to zero, sensor node n i stays awake for τ max . When sensor node n i receives a message from upstream sensor node n j with l j < l i at time t, it sets its level l i = l j + 1. Then it is stimulated and shifts its phase as follows.
The phase shift is done only once during the τ max awake period. Sensor node n i records the time t as stimulated time t stim i . Furthermore, if the received message satisfies l j = l i − 1, sensor node n i updates its message transmission timing table E i as follows. First, it uses received message transmission timing information F j to calculate the estimated message transmission time t trans j,k = t − f j,k of sensor node n k , which is a single-or two-hop neighbor sensor node from sensor node n i . If there is no entry for sensor node n k in its message transmission timing ). Figure 8 shows the flowchart for updating message transmission table E i of sensor node n i according to message reception from upstream sensor node n j .
(6) Updating offset and sleep:
When phase ϕ i reaches τ max and sensor node n i is stimulated, it adjusts its offset τ i as follows; otherwise, it waits for stimulation by receiving a message from an upstream sensor node. First, sensor node n i obtains t 
where T i is a set of estimated message transmission times in E i . If t . Next, sensor node n i adjusts offset τ i using the following function.
After adjusting offset τ i , sensor node n i goes to sleep.
5) Message transmission using CSMA/CA:
In the desynchronization-based mechanism, although transmission timing is dispersed among two-hop neighbor sensor nodes, message loss cannot be perfectly prevented due to initial phase conditions, unsuspected lower-layer delays, or environmental noise. When there is message loss, the message transmission timing table is not updated and a sensor node transmits a message at the same timing in succeeding cycles, which leads to message loss in those cycles, too. To prevent message loss in succeeding cycles, the desynchronization-based mechanism uses a CSMA/CA mechanism [24] . In CSMA/CA, a sensor node first waits for a random duration, then detects the channel condition. When the channel is idle, the sensor node transmits a message. Otherwise, it waits for a random duration. If channel is still busy after a certain number of detection trials, the sensor node fails to transmit the message.
B. Randomization-based mechanism
In the randomization-based mechanism, offset τ i is randomly selected between 0 and τ max in step 6 in Section III-A4 at each cycle, instead of using the DESYNC algorithm as in the desynchronization-based mechanism. Therefore, unlike in the desynchronization-based mechanism, in the randomization-based mechanism sensor node n i does not maintain message transmission table E i and does not include message transmission timing information F i in messages. While the randomizationbased mechanism is simpler and requires less control overhead than the desynchronization-based mechanism, it does not explicitly consider the hidden node problem. Figure 9 shows an example of message transmission timing and offset τ i among sensor nodes in a steady state when the randomization-based mechanism is used.
This section evaluates our proposed mechanisms through simulation experiments.
A. Simulation Settings
In the simulation, the size of monitoring region is fixed at 100 m×100 m. Data gathering cycle T is set to 1 s and the maximum offset τ max is set to 0.1 s. We use a = 1, b = 0.5 for Eq. (8), and α = 0.5 for Eq. (11) . Sensor node initial phase values are randomly set. The message header size is set to 2 B, the size of a single sensor datum is set to 2 B, and the size of each entry for message transmission timing information f i,j ∈ F i is set to 1 B. The wireless communication bandwidth is set to 250 kbps. The sensor node transmission range is considered as a 50 m radius circle. When a sensor node simultaneously receives messages from two or more sensor nodes, it fails to receive those messages due to collision. For CSMA/CA parameters, back-off slot duration is set to 1 ms and the maximum back-off is set to 4. Energy consumption of the transmit, receive, idle, and sleep states are set to 52.2 mW, 59.1 mW, 60 µW, and 3 µW, respectively [25] .
We evaluate our proposed data gathering mechanism in terms of the data gathering ratio and the consumed energy ratio. The data gathering ratio is the ratio of the amount of sensor data gathered at the BS per cycle divided to the number of sensor nodes. The consumed energy ratio is the ratio of total consumed energy by radio transmission devices on the WSN, divided by the amount of sensor data gathered at the BS per cycle.
proposed mechanisms.
B. Evaluation of basic Behavior in the Transient State
We first evaluate fundamental performance of our proposed mechanisms in the transient state. For evaluation, we use a WSN as shown in Fig. 10 . In the WSN, sensor nodes 1, 2, 3, 6 are one-hop away from the BS and sensor nodes 4, 5, 7 are two-hop away from the BS. In the simulation, the WSN is started with the BS and five sensor nodes 1-5 at t = 0. Later, sensor nodes 6 and 7 are added at t = 40. At t = 70, sensor nodes 1 and 4 are removed from the WSN. Sensor node initial phase values are randomly set. Figure 11 (a) shows how the WSN reached the steady state in this experiment when the desynchronization-based mechanism is used. The y-axis is relative phase which is the phase of sensor node when the phase of the BS is zero. As shown in Fig. 11(a) , the relative phase of sensor nodes are random at first. After interactions among sensor nodes, sensor nodes reach a steady state where the order of relative phase is according to hop counts from the BS and all relative phases of two-hop neighbor sensor nodes are dispersed. Therefore, collisions among sensor nodes with the same hop count can be prevented by using the desynchronization-based mechanism. However, as shown in Fig. 11(a) , it takes roughly 20 cycles to reach the steady state in the small WSN composed of five sensor nodes. The reduction of cycles in the transient state is considered as future work. Figure 11 (b) shows the relative phase against addition and removal of sensor nodes. At t = 40, sensor nodes 6 and 7 with random initial phase are added to the WSN. After some interactions among sensor nodes, sensor node transmission timings are self-configured and they again reach a steady state as shown in Fig. 11(b) . After that, sensor nodes 1 and 4 are removed at t = 70. As well as addition of sensor nodes, transmission timings of remained sensor nodes are self-configured and they again reach a steady state after some interactions as shown in Fig. 11(b) . Here, we should note that these configuration is accomplished in a self-organizing manner without sending control packets. Figure 12 shows the relative phase when the randomization-based mechanism is used. Since offset τ is randomly set for each sensor node in the randomizationbased mechanism, the relative phase fluctuates as shown in Fig. 12 . However, the order of relative phase is according to hop counts from the BS. When we compare the desynchronization-based mechanism and the randomization-based mechanism, the number of cycles required for the transient state in the randomization-based mechanism is smaller than that in the desynchronizationbased mechanism. Since the randomization-based mechanism does not require configuration of phases among sensor nodes with the same hop count from the BS, the number of cycles in the transient state becomes smaller.
C. Comparative Evaluation with Conventional WAVE in the Steady State
We next evaluate the performance of mechanisms in the steady state. In this evaluation, to evaluate the performance under the situations where a number of hidden nodes are deployed, a BS is located at the center of the monitoring region, and N sensor nodes are randomly distributed in the monitoring region. All results are from the 100th to 200th cycle after the start of simulations and averaged over 100 simulation experiments. Here, we should note that 100 cycles are enough duration for reaching the steady state in this simulation setting. For comparison, we also conduct WAVE data gathering simulation experiments that employ only the CSMA/CA collision avoidance mechanism among sensor nodes with the same hop count (referred as the comparative mechanism). Since previous studies have evaluated PCO-based mechanisms with non-PCO-based mechanisms in the viewpoint of data gathering delay, packet loss probability and so on [15] , [19] , [21] , we evaluate the fundamental performance of our proposed mechanisms compared with the conventional PCO-based mechanism in this paper. Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show the data gathering ratio and consumed energy ratio by number of sensor nodes, respectively. As shown in Fig. 13(a) , the data gathering ratio in the desynchronization-based mechanism and the randomization-based mechanism is greatly improved compared to the comparative mechanism. Because the comparative mechanism synchronizes the phase of sensor nodes with the same hop count, collisions among two-hop neighbor sensor nodes are common, despite CSMA/CA implementation. On the other hand, because the phase of sensor nodes with the same hop count is dispersed in our proposed mechanisms, the number of collisions among Journal of Communications Vol. 8, No. 6, June 2013 
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Evaluation of basic behavior of the desynchronization-based Figure. 11.
Evaluation of basic behavior of the randomization-based Figure. 12. two-hop neighbor sensor nodes can be reduced. As shown in Fig. 13(a) , in all mechanisms the data gathering ratio decreases as the number of sensor nodes increases. In the simulation, the maximum offset τ max is set to a fixed value, 0.1 s. When the number of sensor nodes N in the monitoring region increases, the number of sensor nodes transmitting messages at a given time increases, increasing the number of collisions. In the simulation settings, the data gathering ratio of the desynchronization-based mechanism decreases when the number of sensor nodes exceeds 30, and approximately equals that of the randomization-based mechanism when the number of sensor nodes exceeds 70.
When we compare the desynchronization-based mechanism and the randomization-based mechanism, the data gathering ratio of the desynchronization-based mechanism is up to 6% higher. In addition, the data gathering ratio of the desynchronization-based mechanism is almost 100% when the number of sensor nodes is less than 30. This is because the desynchronization-based mechanism considers the hidden node problem. On the other hand, the message size in the desynchronization-based mechanism is larger than that of the randomization-based mechanism, because message transmission timing information is included. As a result, although the data gathering ratio of both mechanisms are similar when the number of sensor nodes exceeds 70, as shown in Fig. 13 (b) the consumed energy ratio of the desynchronization-based mechanism is higher than that of the randomization-based mechanism. Figures 14(a) and 14(b) show the data gathering ratio and consumed energy ratio by single sensor datum size, respectively, when N = 30. Similar to previous results, the data gathering ratio in both proposed mechanisms is greatly improved over the comparative mechanism, regardless of the sensor data size. When we compare our proposed mechanisms, the data gathering ratio of the desynchronization-based mechanism is up to 11% higher than that of the randomization-based mechanism, although the consumed energy ratios are similar.
From above results and discussions, we can conclude that the desynchronization-based mechanism is suitable for WSN applications which require high data gathering ratio. However, it requires additional control overhead to avoid collisions among hidden nodes. On the other hand, the randomization-based mechanism is suitable for WSN applications which require energy-efficiency and simplicity of mechanism rather than data gathering ratio. Although the randomization-based mechanism does not explicitly consider the hidden node problem, it is simpler and requires less control overhead.
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Evaluation of our proposed mechanisms against number of Figure. 13. Evaluation of our proposed mechanisms against size of sensor Figure. 14.
In this paper, we proposed self-organizing transmission and sleep scheduling mechanisms for periodically gathering sensor data at a BS. The proposed mechanism applied phase-locking in a PCO model to schedule transmission timing of sensor nodes in order of hop counts from the BS. In addition, we proposed the randomization-based mechanism and the desynchronization-based mechanism using PCO anti-phase synchronization to avoid collisions among sensor nodes with the same hop count. Simulation experiments confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed mechanisms. In future work, we should confirm and improve the performance of our mechanisms in actual environments through experimental evaluations. 
